RAHI 2019

“It won’t get easier but you’ll get stronger.”

RAHI est. 1983
RAHI was established in 1983, and the program wouldn’t even be possible without our wonderful staff. Sadly, this is the last year that Denise will be the person who makes everything happen. Thank you everyone that has helped the RAHI program!
- Class of 2019
RAHI 2019 Student Roster

Erik Attla
Fairbanks, Alaska
Best Smile

Glenn Balanza
Ungtiauvik, Alaska
Most likely to get ID Checked at 30

Alexia Bankston
Ungtiauvik, Alaska

Elena Basargin
Fritz Creek, Alaska
Gal Pals w/Stephanie

Aiani Chase
Northway, Alaska

Draven Clavette
Dillingham, Alaska
Most likely to take over the world
RAHI 2019 Student Roster

Sean Conwell
Unalaska, Alaska
Class Father Figure, couple that never was w/ Willow

Logan Copper
Tok, Alaska
Class Caffeine Addict

Chiara Demientieff
Bethel, Alaska

Jalaya Duarte
King Cove, Alaska

Stephanie Eakin
Kotzebue/Noorvik, Alaska
Gal pals w/ Elena, Most Likely to Be on Broadway

Amyaa Edwards-Davis
Utqiagvik, Alaska
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Ruth Finau
Glennallen, Alaska
Class Mother Figure

Mackenzie Fousel
Ketchikan, Alaska
Class Procrastinator

Ariel “JR” Go
Unalaska, Alaska
Class Flirt

Adele Hagevig
Douglas, Alaska
Class Mother Figure

Willow Jackson
Kake, Alaska
Couple that never was w/ Sean

James John
Kipnuk, Alaska
Most likely to be late to Graduation
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Grace Keller
Valdez, Alaska

Angelina Kimoktoak
Koyuk/Kwigillingok, Alaska

Tara Kirk
Kotzebue, Alaska

Eli Knapp
Big Lake, Alaska
Bromance w/ Tim, Most likely to become a TC

Erik Kohrt
Fairbanks, Alaska

Leisha Lozano
Kongiganek, Alaska
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Katelyn Marks
Fairbanks, Alaska

Ellie Martinson
Nome, Alaska
Most likely to get ID Checked at 30

Robin Masterman
Bethel, Alaska
Class Caffeine Addict

Gabriel Miller
Ninilchik, Alaska

Tory Nassuk
White Mountain, Alaska
Best Smile

Sadie Newton
King Cove, Alaska
Best Eyes
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Savannah Nieshe
Ketchikan, Alaska
Most likely to take over the world

Lena Norton
Noatak, Alaska

Lillian “Jing” O’Brien
Wrangell, Alaska

Juliana “Julie” Osgood
Utqiagvik, Alaska

Ebony Oviok
Point Hope, Alaska

Bridget Oviok
Point Hope, Alaska
Most likely to be late to Graduation
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Mikylah Pinnow
Ninilchik, Alaska

Max Pyles
Kodiak, Alaska
Best Sense of Humor

Alexis Rexford
Utqiagvik, Alaska

Alice Sage
Buckland, Alaska

Courtland “Cort” Stewart
Metlakatla, Alaska
Most likely to be on Broadway

Jenna Stringer
Utqiagvik, Alaska
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Dorcas Swan
Deering, Alaska

Mistelle Titus
Healy, Alaska

Class Flirt

Katelyn Tocktoo
Nome, Alaska

Alleri Tungul
Unalaska, Alaska

Kayla Villamor
Unalaska, Alaska
Best sense of humor

James Vuong
Unalaska, Alaska
Class Procrastinator
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Madelin “Mady” Weeks
Kenai, Alaska
Most likely to be a TC

Whitney “Olivia” Wilcox
Sitka, Alaska

Hailey Wilson
Unalaska, Alaska

Timothy Zibell
Noorvik, Alaska
Bromance w/ Eli, Best Eyes
The Donnalulus' From RAHIii
2019 Fun Olympics Champions
OH IT’s THEM (OIT)
Bad Bees
Derrick Pepperling
Chiara Demientieff
Erik Kohrt
Stephanie Eakin
Elena Basargin
Jalaya Duarte
Kayla Villamor
Leisha Lozano
Courtland Stewart
Jalapeño Hotties

Ellie Martinson
Mady Weeks
Tara Kirk
Robin Masterson
James Vuong
Max Pyles
Lena Norton
Mackenzie Fousel
Draven Clavette
Alexia Bankston
Willow Jackson
Aurora Borealis
Angelina Kimoktoak
Katelyn Tocktoo
Katelyn Marks
Ebony Oviok
Glenn Balanza
Eli Knapp
Alexis Rexford
Savannah Nieshe
Tim Zibell
Hailey Wilson
Writing 110X & Reading Skills
Study Skills
CHEMISTRY 100
Professor: Duffy

Glenn Balanza, Draven Clavette, Logan Copper, Chiara Demientieff, Amyaa Edwards-Davis, Mackenzie Fousel, JR Go, Robin Masterson, Gabriel Miller, Julie Osgood, Max Pyles, and Kayla Villamor
Process Technology
Alaska Native Language:
Yugcitun, Gwich'in, Iñupiaq
Intro to Business
Karate
Native Dance
Camp Bingle/FunOlympics
Almost all weekends we did something as a group, and because of this we grew closer. And it didn’t get easier but we definitely grew stronger.